Attachment A – Discussion Guide and Input Form for Arlington Career Center Project Meeting #2

Provide input on Arlington Career Center: Siting and Transportation
Send completed forms to engage@apsva.us by March 3, 2022

View recordings of the Feb. 16 19 BLPC/PFRC meeting at www.apsva.us/engage/arlington-career-center-project/

Background on Discussion Questions
A. Content extracted from “Arlington Career Center Project Meeting #2 Advance Materials – Part 2 of 3, Background an Revised Site Design and
Massing Concept” presentation.
B. REVISED SITE DESIGN AND MASSING CONCEPT
• Developing a Revised Site Plan and Massing – the Revised Site Plan and Massing is a confluence of many inputs, including:
o Space and adjacency requirements derived from the Ed Specs
o PFRC Principles of Civic Design
o Transportation data collection, observations, and analysis
o Discussions with ACC and Arlington County staff
o Feedback from BLPC, PFRC, and the public
•

Using the PFRC Principles of Civic Design to Influence the Building Massing – the Revised Site Design and Building Massing use several
strategies to effectively respond to the PFRC Principles of Civic Design
Principle of Civic Design
12. Develop massing strategies appropriately scaled to the stie
and neighborhood
13. Use massing to emphasize pedestrian, human scale to
building, breaking into smaller subparts that respond to site
and program

•
•
•

10. Ensure building and site are functionally and spatially
coherent

•
•
•
•

Strategy
Stepping the massing down toward 7th St S, up toward
Columbia Pike
Break down massing to several distinct subparts, including a
portion near 7th St S reserved for a future addition if the
School Board selects the Alternative Ed Specs
Massing shift creates positive outdoor spaces along Walter
Reed Dr for pedestrians and students
Outdoor spaces relate to the activities inside the building
Integrate seating with plaza
Provide options for outdoor dining
Activate sidewalk with landscape

8. Orient primary building entrance to the appropriate adjacent
street or public space so movement and entrance to buildings
are natural and intuitive
2. Take advantage of prominent sites and major civic programs
to create bold architecture
11. Create positive outdoor spaces with pedestrian emphasis

•

•

Relocate entry to a prominent position closer to Columbia
Pike and adjacent to a public plaza

•
•

Provide terraces to create elevated ‘plaza’ space for school
Articulate massing to emphasize building entry and create a
bold and strong street presence

Bus and Service Circulation
o APS considered two options for bus and service circulation within the site: (1) buses use the “U” shape loop, entering and exiting
from S Highland St, reserving the space between the existing ACC and new ACC for pedestrians, no vehicles and (2) like option #1
and adding the ability for busses to enter and exit from Walter Reed Dr.

Option 1
o

Option 2

To support long-term planning and flexibility for bus operations, the Revised Site Design proposes a design consistent with Option 2
that includes a plaza extending from Walter Reed Dr to S Highland St designed to support bus and service operations during the
school day and dedicated to pedestrians at all other times.

•

Key Features of the Revised Site Plan and Massing
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C. ON-SITE PARKING
• Preliminary Site Plan On-site Parking – the 400 spaces of on-site parking within a four-level above-grade parking structure included in
the Preliminary Site Plan, reviewed during BLPC/PFRC Meeting #1, was a placeholder which was intended to be updated based on
further data collection and analysis during the design phase.
•

On-site Parking Requirements – determining an appropriate amount on-site parking follow a rigorous, data-driven process that
includes:

Process for Determining On-site Parking
•

Range of Expected Peak Parking Demand – The parking model calculates combined campus demand throughout out the day to
determine when the combined demand peaks. Based on the parking model the daily peak parking demand is estimated to occur at
12pm. The chart below shows peak parking demand (in parking spaces) for two scenarios: (1) Base Ed Specs and (2) Maximum Site
Capacity.

Range of Estimated Peak Parking Demand

• Potential Footprint of On-Site Parking
Items to Consider Regarding the Quantity
and Location of On-Site Parking
• Range of expected peak parking
demand
• Prioritization of users for on-site vs.
on-street parking
• Availability and proximity of on-street
spaces to meet a portion of peak
demand
• Initial capital and ongoing
operational/maintenance costs
• Construction phasing and duration
• Trade-offs for alternative uses such as
open space and required stormwater
management
• Impact on flexibility for future site
development
• Ability to modify (expand or reduce)
as parking demand changes

Site Plan Diagram for Potential Parking Footprint

• Recommended Range for On-site Parking – APS will use input from BLPC/PFRC Meeting #2, in addition to the items listed above, to

develop a recommended range for on-site parking to include in the proposed Concept Design presented at the BLPC/PFRC Meeting #3 in
March.

Discussion Questions

Questions
Name of person completing this form
If you are responding on behalf of a stakeholder
group, enter your name and the full name of the
stakeholder group. Please only send one (1) official
response from the stakeholder group.

Responses
Name:
Amy Ramirez
I am completing this form on behalf of:
☐ Myself
☐ Stakeholder group: ______________________________
☐ Breakout group #: __1_____________________

Questions
1. Public Space between the Existing ACC and
New ACC/New Field

a. The revised site concept proposes an area between the existing ACC and new ACC/new
field that would both support bus/service operations during the school day and
resemble a public plaza at all other times. What features of this proposal do you like
the best?
•

Addresses safe space for students as well as adults. Especially on the proposed
siting of the garage. Designation of bus lane solely.

•

Dissuading drivers as using it as drive way.

•

What are the options for ADA parking. The distance from the garage is a significant
distance to the building. Is there any options of having ADA parking closer to the
building.

•
•

Are they proposing one option or two? Favor of Option #2
There needs to be a way that buses exit onto S. Walter Reed Drive. *

•

Option #2 is highly favored.

Questions

Responses
•

Likes the idea that it can be used as open public space the rest of the time when
not in use during school times. Similarly as a flex space for the community to be
able to use.

•

Desire that it can be integrated into the community and the community can have
access to.

•

Make sure there is safe and accessible walking access maintained to the school no
matter what bus access is determined.

b. What other alternatives or suggestions do you have for that area of the site, including
the curb cut along Walter Reed Dr., that may strengthen alignment with the Principles
of Civic Design?
•

Make sure there is safe and accessible walking access maintained to the school no
matter what bus access is determined.

•

Designation of vehicles that are allowed to use the otherwise identified bus access
to the sight. Does this include service vehicles? What about auto shop vehicles
being used as part of the curriculum?

•

Vehicle access and the amount of traffic that it might cause on Walter Reed.

•
•

Would a traffic light or crossing guard mitigate potential traffic concerns?
Can a crossing guard be “tested” now to see if it helps traffic?

Questions

2. On-site Parking - the Preliminary Site Plan
included an above-ground parking garage.
Feedback from BLPC/PFRC Meeting #1
indicated that some surface parking may be
convenient/preferred. Now that an
estimated range for peak parking demand is
available, APS seeks feedback on how that
estimate should influence the quantity and
location of on-site parking.

Responses

a. How appealing to you is expanding the parking footprint around the existing ACC
building if it were to modify the shape and/or height of the above-grade parking
garage?
•

There is a need of surface parking for ADA and short-term parking specifically for
quick pick up and drop off – adjacent to an entrance.

•

Clear signage identifying short term parking.

•

Desire to keep bulk parking to the parking garage.

•

Parking garage not to be expanded at expense of green space.

b. For each recent capital project APS has relied on available and convenient on-street
parking to support a limited portion of peak parking demand. What groups (e.g., APS
staff, HS students, Library staff, APS/Library visitors) should be prioritized for on-site
parking?
•

ADA access should be more prioritized.

•

Nurses and social workers have expressed concern on having to park too far away.
They are a shared resource and have to travel to various sites.

Questions

3. Strengths and Concerns with Revised Site
Plan

Responses

a. Which aspects of the building and site concepts offer the most appeal to you?
•

Crossing guard/traffic light option possibility with opportunity to test the option
prior

•

The revised massing of the building and the responsiveness of staff to feedback.
Breaking up building mass to be more visibly appealing.

•
•

Protected space for students with the terraces.
Addition of the plaza for students to use to be outside safely.

b. Which aspects of the building and site concepts offer the least appeal to you

4. Alignment with PFRC Principles of Civic
Design

•

Lack of long-term planning – in regards the overall use of the site – which site will
be torn down?

•

What are the long-term plans of the current ACC building?

•

Lack of green space – would like to see more green space

Which, if any, Principles of Civic Design do not seem to be reflected in the revised building
and site concepts? How might such principle(s) be made more apparent in the Concept
Design?
•

Cohesive planning and site management - Interplay with the Montessori School

Questions

5. Use this space to capture feedback that
does not fit in the 4 questions above

Responses

•

We need to be careful not to be double counting parking spaces for pickup.

Send completed forms to engage@apsva.us by Mar. 3, 2022

Discussion Questions

Questions

Responses

Name of person completing this form

Name:

If you are responding on behalf of a stakeholder
group, enter your name and the full name of the
stakeholder group. Please only send one (1) official
response from the stakeholder group.

I am completing this form on behalf of:
☐ Myself
☐ Stakeholder group: ______________________________
☒ Breakout group #: __2_____________________

Questions
1. Public Space between the Existing ACC and
New ACC/New Field

a. The revised site concept proposes an area between the existing ACC and new ACC/new
field that would both support bus/service operations during the school day and
resemble a public plaza at all other times. What features of this proposal do you like
the best?
•
•

•
•
•
•

Continues the initiative where students paint current bus drive. It is an expressive
opportunity and for them to have a physical, artistic say in the property.
Nice to have public plaza space for students to mingle. Wonders how it will work
with parents coming on and off campus and using the loop, so won’t be a
dedicated public plaza. Consider plaza connects to Columbia Pike and used for
everyday traffic – this would address concern.
Like the new bus routing on Highland and Walter Reed.
Concern that the plaza will not be used as intended because of traffic use.
Excited about using plaza space for student use and CTE courses but may not be a
social gathering space for eating lunch.
Question: Primary entrance for buses along Walter Reed, why not lining up along
Walter Reed? Students would have to walk in front of bus to access building and
would exacerbate conflict. Where new entrance along Walter Reed would be an
easy place for students to be dropped off. Plaza area would be less traveled and
reduction of ues and will be used more for social interaction.

Questions

Responses
•
•
•

•

Concern about the library and having a loop around. How many library users are
walkers versus driving? Design should not be vehicle delivery focused.
Like bus drop off along Walter Reed. Wide road with enough space for this to
happen.
Only concern about dropping off at WR, the buses put their stop signs up and this
will stop traffic for extended times. Could fit median that would prevent cars from
having to stop. Like the media dividing bus lane and define area and create
smarter street. Buses could stop and idle and the nuisance factor are on the
perimeter and in the core.
NPSA (ES) kids would still need to get dropped off directly in front of their building.

b. What other alternatives or suggestions do you have for that area of the site, including
the curb cut along Walter Reed Dr., that may strengthen alignment with the Principles
of Civic Design?
•

2. On-site Parking - the Preliminary Site Plan
included an above-ground parking garage.
Feedback from BLPC/PFRC Meeting #1
indicated that some surface parking may be
convenient/preferred. Now that an
estimated range for peak parking demand is
available, APS seeks feedback on how that
estimate should influence the quantity and
location of on-site parking.

a. How appealing to you is expanding the parking footprint around the existing ACC
building if it were to modify the shape and/or height of the above-grade parking
garage?
•
•

The library visitors would appreciate street level parking and not have to park in
garage.
ON Walter Reed side, parking used by students and teachers. Consider angled
parking like the park site in Four Mile Run. Could be zoned for the library so they
don’t park in garage.

Questions

Responses
•

b. For each recent capital project APS has relied on available and convenient on-street
parking to support a limited portion of peak parking demand. What groups (e.g., APS
staff, HS students, Library staff, APS/Library visitors) should be prioritized for on-site
parking?
•
•
•

•

3. Strengths and Concerns with Revised Site
Plan

Angled parking could help with parking variation.
Don’t like L shaped parking garage that is off Highland. Leave it as the 4 story on 9th
Street.
So little green space in County and especially on school property for use and
stormwater. Prefer the green space to remain. The area already paved along 9th
Street, Ok with this being paved but not additional space. Minimizes ability to have
a meaningful streetscape with trees and vegetation and owe this to the
neighborhood in exchange for the parking garage.
Question: on slide 39, agree with comment on conserving green space. Note that
75% of footprint is on space that is currently on NPSA playground and greenspace
for kids. Losing more than ½ playground space. If there is a way to have more
greenspace, and that new space could be opened for additional play space. We are
eating up a lot of greenspaces and should conserve as much as possible.

a. Which aspects of the building and site concepts offer the most appeal to you?
•
•

Like the angled building. Adds visual interest and doesn’t seem as large. Also like
the glass at the top and reducing the feel of the height.
Like the outdoor space and the shape of the building.

Questions

Responses
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Question about the visuals of building and location of programming and possible
need to expand them and the aesthetics of the programs facing the neighborhood.
Slide #21 shows auto tech location and where to store cars in garage in designated
spaces and screened.
Like the stepped aspect and terraces with vegetation on roof. The visual in
presentation showed “green roofs” . . . will all levels of the building have terraces
and green roofs (see slide 16).
Terraces and steps reduce the scale and provide visual interest.
Question: Green roofs are beautiful, can the school maintain them?
Terracing – in one of the images along 7th the lowest level . . . would be useable for
NPSA for outdoor space and CTE courses based on sustainable tech, this could be a
great opportunity for use and possibly a greenhouse?
Limit impervious surfaces.
Interesting in building’s floor plan.
Explore early childhood play space on rooftop with possible greenhouse.

b. Which aspects of the building and site concepts offer the least appeal to you
•
•
•

•
•

The main entrance was along Walter Reed, but now by the library (slide 15 marked
in red) . . . but should be on Walter Reed and this could also work well with the bus
loop on Walter Reed.
Need to have a clear main entrance to the building.
Travel path or covered walkway from parking garage to building – how will they
make sure it is a safe environment and won’t get crowded. Concerns about flow
and safety. Width of sidewalks augmented (larger) to acknowledge clusters of
pedestrians need room appropriate for the crowd.
Supplement walkway along Highland with trees, lighting, trash cans, wider
sidewalk.
Show pedestrian flow from parking to buildings (refer to slide 15).

Questions

4. Alignment with PFRC Principles of Civic
Design

Responses

Which, if any, Principles of Civic Design do not seem to be reflected in the revised building
and site concepts? How might such principle(s) be made more apparent in the Concept
Design?
•
•

5. Use this space to capture feedback that
does not fit in the 4 questions above

•
•

•
•
•
•

The 3-level bldg. at corner of 7th and Walter Reed and is a significant neighbor for
the SF homes. Keep to a 2-floor building would be better or stepping back the 3rd
floor another 20 feet or so.
Along Highland Street, make sure it is visually appealing and community focused.
Keep as many large trees as possible.

Question: Parent coming to pick up their ES student, where do they park?
Question: Why is ACC buses bisecting property when they could stage where
building entrances are location. Should consider stack buses on Walter Reed with a
median to define the space and prevent cars from having to stop. Also, the student
plaza would be more useable.
A lot of student parking along 7th and Highland. The buses may be impacted and
buses loading students on Walter Reed would be helpful.
Question: NPSA play space, looks like the space for kids to play is small. Will the
kids be able to have playground? Will they have different areas by age group?
Prioritize native species for plantings and trees.
Animal science and how much space it will take up indoor and outdoor. Where
would the be located?

Questions
Send completed forms to engage@apsva.us by Mar. 3, 2022

Responses

CAREER CENTER PROJECT NOTES – Mtg#2 – 16 February 2022 – Break Out Group #3

QUESTION 1a - PUBLIC SPACE PROS
Cathy G – Confirm width of Plaza? Set alternate bell schedules CC/MPSA.
Geraldine M - Absent
William S - Absent
Kris M – Like the pedestrian plaza – make sure width can accommodate RV programs which are part of
CC curriculum.
Carrie T - Absent
Nick C – Liked all the aesthetics and prefer traffic exiting on to Walter Reed.
Haywon K – Liked Plaza version – much more attractive. Confirm methodology for closing to traffic after
intake/dismissal? Prevent cut throughs (A current problem) and enhance safety.
QUESTION 1b – PUBLIC SPACE CONS
Cathy G – Front Entrance to MPSA will be more confusing than already. Need to rationalize all Marquees
and directional signage.
Kris M – Nothing to add
Nick C – Nothing to add
Haywon K – Address schools security during community events. Revise crosswalk locations on Walter
Reed and S. Highland in light of new pedestrian flow patterns. Is it wise to have school and Library
entrances so close? Increase short term street parking on S.Highland.
QUESTION 2a - PARKING
Cathy G – How will parents do “off hours” (Not intake/ Dismissal) pick up drop off at MPSA?
Kris M – Good location for main parking. Avoid surface parking but what about ADA for all buildings?
Nick C – Prefer stacked parking – save balance for open/green space. ADA needs to be close to
entrances.
Haywon K – Would prefer exterior street parking on 9th versus S. Highland
QUESTION 2b – PARKING PRIORITY
Cathy G - Staff
Kris M – School staff, Library staff
Nick C – School staff, Library staff, only students with special needs/schedules
Haywon K – School staff, Library staff. Visitors slots should be clearly identified.

QUESTION 3a – SITE APPEAL
Cathy G – MPSA profile may drop substantially – how to address that?
Kris M – Overall good. Like terracing but MPSA may be ‘dwarfed’.
Nick C – Like terracing but could put some on both sides to ‘soften’ overlook on interior side. Prefer if
building stopped shorter – not all the way to 7th street.
Haywon K – Like phased step down and terracing.
QUESTION 3b – SITE NON-APPEAL
Cathy G – No comment
Kris M – No comment
Nick C – No comment
Haywon K – Due to size and configuration of building - interior planning must carefully address logistics
for class changes within lay-out.
QUESTION 4 – PRINCIPALS OF CIVIC DESIGN
Cathy G – Knowing plans for existing CC building could help inform better decisions on design of new.
Kris M – Agree with Cathy (above).
Nick C – Each revision improves. Knowing plan for existing CC building would enable optimum design.
Hayworth K – Good flow. More detail please on pedestrian versus vehicular circulation?
QUESTION 5 ADDITIONAL GENERAL POINTS
Cathy G – None
Kris M - None
Nick C – Again ‘mystery’ of old CC building use handicaps optimum overall planning.
Hayworth K – Larger field (competition size if possible) would be very desirable if at all possible.

Jim Meikle
2/16/2022

Discussion Questions

Questions

Responses

Name of person completing this form

Name: Emma Martin

If you are responding on behalf of a stakeholder
group, enter your name and the full name of the
stakeholder group. Please only send one (1) official
response from the stakeholder group.

I am completing this form on behalf of:
☐ Myself
☐ Stakeholder group: ______________________________
☒ Breakout group #: __4_____________________

Questions
1. Public Space between the Existing ACC and
New ACC/New Field

a. The revised site concept proposes an area between the existing ACC and new ACC/new
field that would both support bus/service operations during the school day and
resemble a public plaza at all other times. What features of this proposal do you like
the best?
• Neighbors have expressed concern about volume of traffic on Highland. Option 2 is
preferred from a traffic standpoint.
• Highland should be closed to traffic during non-school hours. Kids learn to ride
bikes in the area, so keeping it closed on weekends and afterschool is preferred.
• Is the area between two buildings open to emergency vehicles? Or will bollards be
present? If option 1 is chosen, it should be designed so that emergency vehicles
will have access.
• Does option 2 reduce traffic on Highland? Is the implication that the buses will
come in from Walter Reed toward Highland or from Highland toward Walter
Reed? It is unclear.
• Regardless of option 1 or 2, area between library and career center should be a
plaza.
• Emergency access should be maintained regardless of which option is chosen.
• Due to safety reasons, it’s good to have an open plaza area with reduced traffic.

Questions

Responses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Option 1 feels safer since traffic isn’t coming in from Walter Reed and only buses
would be coming onto Highland. Currently, traffic jams are caused by parent
pickup stops on Highland.
Option 1 isn’t favored due to impact on Highland Street.
Highland is a route many families take to go to TJ middle school and areas up
North. Anything that can be done to reduce vehicles and buses is preferred.
Are buses coming onto site around 7:30 a.m.? That may be right when kids are
going to TJ. This clogs up Highland Street.
From a flow standpoint, anything we can do to utilize Water Reed would be ideal.
The mix of cars and buses on Highland should be considered. Is just having buses
on Highland Street better than having more cars?
Duplexes and single family homes line Highland, so there will never be a situation
where only buses are allowed on Highland.
Comparing the existing situation to when this is built, if the cars are all picking up
and dropping off on Walter Reed, then fewer cars will be on Highland. If you just
have buses entering and existing on Highland, there would be fewer cars.
There may never be a circumstance where cars aren’t utilizing Highland.

b. What other alternatives or suggestions do you have for that area of the site, including
the curb cut along Walter Reed Dr., that may strengthen alignment with the Principles of
Civic Design?
• Walter Reed is wide enough to cut into to create a parent drop off line. It would be a
good idea for APS to consider working with the County to create a car line here.
• If drop off was along Walter Reed would that help ease traffic concerns? The line up
typically occurs at the end of the day, line up of cars isn’t as much of an issue in the
morning.
• Anything we can do to lighten the load on Highland is ideal (in terms of cars and
buses).
• Only having bus entry and exit on Highland may not be safer than having cars on
Highland as well. Who is being burdened in this circumstance? Large duplexes with
families (and many cars) are located halfway down Highland.
• Putting all traffic on Highland is a bad idea.

Questions

Responses
•

2. On-site Parking - the Preliminary Site Plan
included an above-ground parking garage.
Feedback from BLPC/PFRC Meeting #1
indicated that some surface parking may be
convenient/preferred. Now that an
estimated range for peak parking demand is
available, APS seeks feedback on how that
estimate should influence the quantity and
location of on-site parking.

There is about 10 feet of pavement on 9th street that is unnecessary. The street
doesn’t need to be that wide. We should reclaim that space for the Career Center site.

a. How appealing to you is expanding the parking footprint around the existing ACC
building if it were to modify the shape and/or height of the above-grade parking garage?
• If they are able to push the garage East (closer to the building but not into the
building footprint), so that the height of the garage is the same height as the
existing career center building, that would look very nice and is preferred to losing
the green space that is shown west of the existing ACC in the graphic.
• Preference to move the parking garage down towards the middle of 9th Street,
without pushing the garage into the building footprint.
• Do not want to lose green space. Also don’t want to use green space as surface
parking space.
• Green space is more appealing than surface parking.
• Is parking on Highland and 9th the best place for parking on a site like this? Parking
here seems out of place.
a. For each recent capital project APS has relied on available and convenient on-street
parking to support a limited portion of peak parking demand. What groups (e.g., APS
staff, HS students, Library staff, APS/Library visitors) should be prioritized for on-site
parking?
• Staff should be prioritized. The size of the garage should and seems to provide
more than enough parking for staff.
• High School students should be prioritized because many students drive.
• How much unrestricting parking is there? Does that include metered parking
spaces?
• Some spaces should be accessible. It is important that those accessible spaces are
close to the building.
• The parking spaces on Walter Reed in front of the library portion of career center
should be reserved for library and for ADA accessible parking.
• Parking for elderly people should be prioritized. Accessibility should be a main
focus.

Questions

Responses
•

3. Strengths and Concerns with Revised Site
Plan

4. Alignment with PFRC Principles of Civic
Design

Where are 80 street parking spaces coming from? Highland has restricted parking
so it’s hard to visualize where these will be located.
• This site should be developed in a way that is consistent with how other schools
are developed. How many students parking spots are at Wakefield and other
schools? This should be considered when it comes to how many spaces should be
included in this site.
a. Which aspects of the building and site concepts offer the most appeal to you?
• The diagrams showing the plaza along Walter Reed are nice. The community will
have places for students to each lunch as well as a community gathering space.
The space seems very inviting to both the school and the community.
• The tapered height of the building is nice.
• Advantage of terrace on the street side gives it the building an inviting feeling but
maybe something could be added to the other side of the building as well. For
example, another terrace on the other side.
• The graphic the bottom left (showing the terrace view along S. Walter Reed) shows
green areas where students can sit and enjoy the view.
• The bus path can also be used as a pedestrian walkway. It appears to be an
inviting, pedestrian friendly plaza which is appreciated.
b. Which aspects of the building and site concepts offer the least appeal to you
• The existing width of 9th street is unnecessary.
• Consider putting the terraces on the other side of the building facing interior to
the site overlooking the field.
• It is more appealing for children on the terrace to look out onto green space rather
than the street.
• Is it nicer for the neighbors across the street on Walter Reed to see buildings or a
terrace? No opinion, just raising a question.
Which, if any, Principles of Civic Design do not seem to be reflected in the revised building
and site concepts? How might such principle(s) be made more apparent in the Concept
Design?
• I would prefer to see a 3D rendering or schematic with the parking garage height
matching the height of the career center building.

Questions

Responses
•
•
•

5. Use this space to capture feedback that
does not fit in the 4 questions above

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

This design feels like we are inviting the community to be a part of the site. The
design feels intentional, which is appreciated.
It seems many principles of Civic Design have been addressed.
Preference to have the garage pushed East (towards Walter Reed) a bit since the
topography dips down a bit.
In the area where the legend is shown on the graphic on page 2, 9th street design
seems unnecessary. Is there a way to redesign to give more green space to the
career center campus?
Can the garage height be more aligned with the career center height?
9th street will be signalized. The main 9th street will be shifting to the North.
Entrance and exit on to 9th street is extremely unnecessary, could this instead be
green space that can be given to the Career Center? Perhaps the garage could be
moved down a bit.
People who live in duplexes in the area may feel that a tall garage next to another
tall garage presents a tunnel effect.
They will look at how the garage can be “pushed” into the ground.
South Old Glebe was designed with too few curb cuts. We do not want to see that
happen here.
Better Complete Street design is preferred.
Preference to have terracing on both sides of the Career Center building.

Send completed forms to engage@apsva.us by Mar. 3, 2022

Discussion Questions

Questions

Responses

Name of person completing this form

Name: Lisa Stengle

If you are responding on behalf of a stakeholder
group, enter your name and the full name of the
stakeholder group. Please only send one (1) official
response from the stakeholder group.

I am completing this form on behalf of:
☐ Myself
☐ Stakeholder group: ______________________________
☒ Breakout group #: _____Group 5, Renee Harber Facilitator__________

Questions
1. Public Space between the Existing ACC and
New ACC/New Field

a. The revised site concept proposes an area between the existing ACC and new ACC/new
field that would both support bus/service operations during the school day and
resemble a public plaza at all other times. What features of this proposal do you like
the best?
• Like the flow within the space
•
• Happy for multiple ways to access campus, having large walking access on W. Reed
is helpful, attractive for neighborhood
• Concerns originally about buses on off campus in V1, appreciate this has adjusted
and fixed (added to count on next bullet)
• Love idea that is available to the community, makes community part of facility,
building, access to school, extremely appealing to community.
• To the degree that not all bus traffic doesn’t exit in front of MPSA
• 3 different surface on playground

Questions

Responses
b. What other alternatives or suggestions do you have for that area of the site, including
the curb cut along Walter Reed Dr., that may strengthen alignment with the Principles
of Civic Design?
• Buses coming in and out, appealing for students to be there – students in and out
of space, overlapping with buses, concern about student safety. (+1)
o Added on – concern about early childhood program students. PU/DO
• Need enough parking for both sites, student arriving for CTE periods across the
days, parking not near building, or covered, only see one exit in and out of parking
space (+1)
•
•

•

•

•

Does this plaza reduce green space? If so, by how much?
o Response from JC - Plaza wide enough to accommodate 2 way bus traffic
Concerns about traffic flow are not specifically answered – directs all traffic to
highland. Right turn only or right and left. Off site flow is important to understand
o Response from JC – U shape had all traffic in and out on Highland;
discussing Complete Streets with county and traffic light on 9th St.
The plaza depiction is lovely, will be used by heavy vehicles, can it be maintained
as suggested? What is maintenance cost?
o Response from JC – not fully designed. Will be ways to keep grass area
safe. Will be designed to support use and heavy vehicles.
Will displayed loading dock block traffic?
o Response from JC – will fine tune location, limit time loading docs are
used. Same issue for Auto Tech vehicles
SUGGESTION – like flow and linkage, could there be an exit out of parking
structure with old ACC building, thru building rather than walking around

Questions
2. On-site Parking - the Preliminary Site Plan
included an above-ground parking garage.
Feedback from BLPC/PFRC Meeting #1
indicated that some surface parking may be
convenient/preferred. Now that an
estimated range for peak parking demand is
available, APS seeks feedback on how that
estimate should influence the quantity and
location of on-site parking.

Responses
a. How appealing to you is expanding the parking footprint around the existing ACC
building if it were to modify the shape and/or height of the above-grade parking
garage?
• Shape is fine (+2), do not need to redesign parking
o DO NOT DO THE SURFACE PARKING
• For MPSA with young children, people want to get close for PU/DO, incentive to
get on Highland or 7th. Changing flow may help for Montessori
• Both schools have need for handicapped, not sure the building needs to change
• Mistake to change space for parking

b. For each recent capital project APS has relied on available and convenient on-street
parking to support a limited portion of peak parking demand. What groups (e.g., APS
staff, HS students, Library staff, APS/Library visitors) should be prioritized for on-site
parking?
• Needs sufficient parking to accommodate the largest population on the site (+1)
o Build more if possible so parents can park, too
•
•
•
•

Prioritize staff and subs - concerned about capacity of parking garage – not
concerned about footprint
Student drivers from home schools – will on street parking be available for them
since we’re not building student drivers
Need 2 access points for 9th St. into garage – anything to lower would be
appreciated.
9th St. needs to be given to APS for this purpose

Questions
3. Strengths and Concerns with Revised Site
Plan

Responses
a. Which aspects of the building and site concepts offer the most appeal to you?
• Like staggered ACC building (+3)
• Like green space (+1)
• Field in the middle is great, would like more field space, increasing green all
around is great.
• MPSA prefers middle of ACC is tallest to get sunlight at school – thank architects
• Staff listened to input at Meeting #1, like massing on Col. Pike, stepped down
towards 7th, placing outdoor space on above street level terraces
• Attractive for recruiting teachers
• Love proximity to ES – potential for training future teachers (ACC class
opportunity)

b. Which aspects of the building and site concepts offer the least appeal to you
• Want to see more about access from parking garage, can it be through old ACC
building? Provide more of a connection. Inclement weather (+2)
• All buses have PU/DO in front of MPSA building (3 year olds to 5th graders)
• MPSA can give up W. Reed and 7th corner if it can use the field space, instruction
happen outside on the fields, must have green space for instruction. Need as
much green space as possible
• What happens when green space can not be used (inclement weather)
• Want to hear more about traffic flow on/off site
• Still concerned about kids getting wet during bus drop off/pick up
• Long tall building, distance to move between classes is a challenge at Heights, WL/Ed. Center likely to be similar in this facility. Would love to address this in design

Questions
4. Alignment with PFRC Principles of Civic
Design

5. Use this space to capture feedback that
does not fit in the 4 questions above

Responses
Which, if any, Principles of Civic Design do not seem to be reflected in the revised building
and site concepts? How might such principle(s) be made more apparent in the Concept
Design?
• Functionality and space – programs requiring outdoor space – will it exist to allow
the learning (+1)
o Students from infant to grade 12
• Feel meeting #2 design answered all principles in a better way then meeting #1
• Evacuations, if both buildings need to evacuate- requires a lot of coordination to
keep all students safe. Has that been considered?

•
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Discussion Questions

Questions

Responses

Name of person completing this form

Name: Lois Koontz

If you are responding on behalf of a stakeholder
group, enter your name and the full name of the
stakeholder group. Please only send one (1) official
response from the stakeholder group.

I am completing this form on behalf of:
☐ Myself
☐ Stakeholder group: ______________________________
☒ Breakout group #: _____group 6__________________

Questions
1. Public Space between the Existing ACC and
New ACC/New Field

a. The revised site concept proposes an area between the existing ACC and new ACC/new
field that would both support bus/service operations during the school day and
resemble a public plaza at all other times. What features of this proposal do you like
the best?
Prefer the dedicated pedestrian – never vehicular traffic over hybrid bus/pedestrian in
concept #2
Not the hybrid for safety, pedestrians only, foot traffic already sees buses crossing
where pedestrians come onto site
Likes just bus traffic for the HS – doesn’t like the “U” shape (MPSA would still loop)
Pedestrian plaza looks nice, but not safe with buses
Don’t like HS buses passing MPSA, so two routes with HS buses exiting onto Walter
Reed, and MPSA exiting on Highland
Bus-only is better than mixed use, but ideal if just plaza for extended learning space
Buses during the day not an issue – timed during breaks
Pedestrians and buses shouldn’t share – all or nothing

Questions

Responses
b. What other alternatives or suggestions do you have for that area of the site, including
the curb cut along Walter Reed Dr., that may strengthen alignment with the Principles
of Civic Design?
Looking through a wall of glass gives visual effect of space, plaza ties outside with
inside
Agree with increased height stepped back softening the edges with terraces to make
mass not feel so big
Bus circulation #2 looks like a large undefined space on the backside of the building – is
there a need for a pedestrian plaza if there’s space behind – what is that space
destined for?
If Bus arrival not at main entrance – that’s an issue

2. On-site Parking - the Preliminary Site Plan
included an above-ground parking garage.
Feedback from BLPC/PFRC Meeting #1
indicated that some surface parking may be
convenient/preferred. Now that an
estimated range for peak parking demand is
available, APS seeks feedback on how that
estimate should influence the quantity and
location of on-site parking.

a. How appealing to you is expanding the parking footprint around the existing ACC
building if it were to modify the shape and/or height of the above-grade parking
garage?
The walk from a garage on the other side isn’t sooo far, but prefer to park closer to
MPSA or midway like it is now
Concern about ADA compliance near front entrances. Saw in presentation will use
street parking space vs planning onsite. Needs to be within x feet of the entrance of
either building. Looking at the blue area that could be surface spaces (where today
there is the playground)
Doublecheck regs and requirements ADA – consider parallel parking on the loop
Would like some closer spaces in the “blue shadow”, but concerned that would need
to take that back for additions in the future and by then too late to add onto the
garage
Hate to see the parking shrink – parking fundamental.
Also if build garage small unlikely to add to it later
Possibly look at placing the garage closer?
Would adding surface parking be taking away from garage?

Questions

Responses
b. For each recent capital project APS has relied on available and convenient on-street
parking to support a limited portion of peak parking demand. What groups (e.g., APS
staff, HS students, Library staff, APS/Library visitors) should be prioritized for on-site
parking?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3. Strengths and Concerns with Revised Site
Plan

Ref: Fleet (underparked) = negative impact on staff; staff needs to be
prioritized
Staff priority – already difficult if must leave during the day to return and find
spaces
School and library staff – to avoid conflicts with neighbors if park too close to
driveways or corners
How many spaces does the library need for visitors? They also need space
MPSA has not had a problem for visitors
For students, it’s a nice-to-have; none there now for them yet they manage;
not hearing complaints from students or visitors
Staff priority for both schools and library, then students (who need to drive) in
the library or on-street dedicated – don’t want to put students off based on
parking
Dedicated parking along Walter Reed for library patrons – possible?
What students need to drive? If/when unable to take buses – have job to get
to or pick up a sibling, so need to get to and from site in own vehicle
How many students are actually driving themselves?
Staff, library staff then library visitors, ADA visitors and access in general
Students also important

a. Which aspects of the building and site concepts offer the most appeal to you?
Like the terraces
Like the subgroups massing and leveling down as approach 7th Street – less shadow on
MPSA and play area

Questions

Responses
Like the massing, goes up to 5 stories with terraces and lower towards 7th
Like the offset sections of the building allowing for wider sidewalks
Terrace, stepping back – starting to get it right.

b. Which aspects of the building and site concepts offer the least appeal to you
The U bus loop – too much bus traffic. Career Center buses need to exit a different way.
Too many buses on Highland Street with the U-loop
Prefer the U-loop as consolidates travel space, regain exit onto Walter Reed for flex space
Field isn’t big enough – maybe no loop past the MPSA at all, just a straight drive through
the site.
General amenities of the project don’t meet overall expectations. We’ve lost a lot in the
past 2 years – swimming pool, regulation field
4. Alignment with PFRC Principles of Civic
Design

Which, if any, Principles of Civic Design do not seem to be reflected in the revised building
and site concepts? How might such principle(s) be made more apparent in the Concept
Design?
Why is the main entrance on Walter Reed instead of the ‘inside’ of the campus? Should be
on the internal corner at same end of the building
PFRC #8 Entrance doesn’t feel like its reflecting that concept. Internal would be more fluid
than walking around to the front.
From a safety perspective with entrance facing busy street – less comfortable with that
Also, walkers across the campus would find the commute shorter to an ‘internal’ entrance

5. Use this space to capture feedback that
does not fit in the 4 questions above

I worry about the staging of construction – existing BB field will be staging space – MPSA
loses playground

Questions

Responses
Open to non-BLPC members
Overall supportive of the project and greater density to serve students
Buses and pedestrians are a challenge

Send completed forms to engage@apsva.us by Mar. 3, 2022

Attachment A – Discussion Guide and Input Form for Arlington Career Center Project Meeting #2

Provide input on Arlington Career Center: Siting and Transportation
Send completed forms to engage@apsva.us by March 3, 2022

View recordings of the Feb. 16 19 BLPC/PFRC meeting at www.apsva.us/engage/arlington-career-center-project/

Discussion Questions

Questions

Responses

Name of person completing this form

Name: Robert Ruiz (APS staff)

If you are responding on behalf of a stakeholder
group, enter your name and the full name of the
stakeholder group. Please only send one (1) official
response from the stakeholder group.

I am completing this form on behalf of:
☐ Myself
☐ Stakeholder group: ______________________________
☒ Breakout group: Group #7

Questions
1. Public Space between the Existing ACC and
New ACC/New Field

a. The revised site concept proposes an area between the existing ACC and new ACC/new
field that would both support bus/service operations during the school day and
resemble a public plaza at all other times. What features of this proposal do you like
the best?
• Efficient use of the site in that manner (public use when buses are not in use), just don’t
know logistics. Do you block traffic with bollards? Don’t know how it will happen with
multiple buses throughout the day.
• Do like that main entrance was moved over to S Walter Reed. Pedestrians use that
area, acknowledge pedestrians use that area already.
• Concerned pedestrian path shared with buses. Understand the logistics of how it will
happen. How is it to be used, even as a plaza.
• Can you define how this is a plaza? Different type of modes can co-exist.

Questions

Responses
• Positive to have ingress egress from Walter Reed Drive. Concerned with lack of parallel
sidewalks on plaza. Confusion about interaction of pedestrains, vehicles, bicycles.
• Will buses be double parked across the space/plaza.
• Don’t know if we need to spend extra money to make it into a beautiful plaza. More
like a black top plaza (with vehicles traffic blocked) for use on weekends.
b. What other alternatives or suggestions do you have for that area of the site, including
the curb cut along Walter Reed Dr., that may strengthen alignment with the Principles
of Civic Design?
• Curb cut on Walter Reed will facilitate buses going in and out. Not have impacts on
Highland.
• Opportunity to treat entry as gate to new campus. Enter through two similar sized
massing. No reason to do something like that if library goes away.

2. On-site Parking - the Preliminary Site Plan
included an above-ground parking garage.
Feedback from BLPC/PFRC Meeting #1
indicated that some surface parking may be
convenient/preferred. Now that an
estimated range for peak parking demand is
available, APS seeks feedback on how that
estimate should influence the quantity and
location of on-site parking.

a. How appealing to you is expanding the parking footprint around the existing ACC
building if it were to modify the shape and/or height of the above-grade parking
garage?
• Not appealing unless it is the only thing necessary to keep project on budget. Would
rather have green space where rest of surface lot is shown.
• Keeping parking garage within dotted line is important to neighbors. Agree that
budget consideration should be considered.
• Would rather have the green space. Budget is important, but would rather have green
space.
• Teen parenting program needs a small green space for children to use.
• Does this tie with the Career Center auto-mechanic program. What will it cost to add
an additional floor.
• Maximize height of parking garage to maximize green space.
• More thought on automotive program.

Questions

Responses
b. For each recent capital project APS has relied on available and convenient on-street
parking to support a limited portion of peak parking demand. What groups (e.g., APS
staff, HS students, Library staff, APS/Library visitors) should be prioritized for on-site
parking?
• Staff (teachers) (#1), library staff (#2), any over-flow for high school students (#3).
• Agree APS staff and library staff prioritized. Important to have visitor, short-term,
spots for parents to visit.
• Is there another school with something similar? That we can use for
benchmarking.
o The Heights has short-term parking in the front during the day, approx. 7.

3. Strengths and Concerns with Revised Site
Plan

a. Which aspects of the building and site concepts offer the most appeal to you?
• Understand the value of protected terraces during the pandemic, allow for outside
social events, safe spaces for students to be outside. Terrace space is really
important.
• Like the stepping/massing of the buildings, lower towards 7th st. (slide #26)
• Like the planting, nature on terraces.
• Like the location of the entrance.
• Terraces – green planting on terraces.
• The heights on new massing is liked.
Like site concept option #2 for transportation.
b. Which aspects of the building and site concepts offer the least appeal to you
• Like terraces, but should they face toward the field, especially if they will be used
by students. Sun studies conducted to see sun/shade.
• Terraces facing Walter Reed would be great if they will be used by public.
• Would like to see rendering all the way down from Walter Reed. Longer rending
along Walter Reed to confirm how the massing will look like.

Questions

Responses
•
•
•

4. Alignment with PFRC Principles of Civic
Design

5. Use this space to capture feedback that
does not fit in the 4 questions above

Concerned about location of service entrance and where automotive program will
gain access to building. Will it conflict with vehicles using service entrance?
Will field be a multi-use field? Since diamond field on corner of 7th St. will not be
in existence.
It is missing secondary entrance on the side of the bus loop—closer to where the
students will be using buses.

Which, if any, Principles of Civic Design do not seem to be reflected in the revised building
and site concepts? How might such principle(s) be made more apparent in the Concept
Design?
• Concerned about principal #6 – footprint of building has gotten larger and taken
away of open space. Neighbors have been concerned about loss of green space
with this design.
• Terrace areas public, portion of one of those terraces could be accessible to
pedestrians.
• Concerned that terraces be accessible to persons with accessibility challenges.
Greenery on terraces is a good idea, will provide greenery to neighbors.
• Celebrate public nature of public –introduce something artistic on the plaza.
• Accessibility (portion public) and location of terraces.
• Art

•
•
•

Concern about location of parking in relation to main building and main entrance.
Pedestrian access on site should be studied more. For ex. There can be unintentional paths, why not plan for them.
Field is shoved up against Highland.

